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Xlibris Corporation. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 388 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.9in.What
do you do when a circumstance happens that is so severe, you
feel betrayed in the worst way What do you do when you fall in
love with someone who is everything you are not looking for
What do you do when you are gay, and fall in love with
someone who is straightMeet Corey Jenkins. He was raised in a
religious two-parent household in Brooklyn, New York. Even
though he was raised in the church, he learned at the age of fi
ve that he was attracted to boys. To satisfy his family and
society, he played the straight game and dated girls until his
junior year in high school. That is when everything changed.
That is when Corey Jenkins met Raymond Perez. Corey had no
idea that after meeting Raymond, his life would change
forever. Raymond introduced Corey to a world of lust, greed,
and ecstasy. Along his journey Corey met his best friends, Tina
and Isaac. Throughout the years, the three of them went
through circumstances that tested their friendship. A true
friendship is suppose to last forever. Corey learned quickly
that...
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This pdf is definitely not straightforward to get started on studying but extremely exciting to see. It generally does not
charge an excessive amount of. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert once you full looking over this publication.
-- Elliott R em pel MD-- Elliott R em pel MD

This book will not be straightforward to start on studying but really fun to read. it absolutely was writtern really
flawlessly and helpful. You can expect to like just how the writer write this publication.
-- Glenna  Goldner-- Glenna  Goldner
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